
EASY TO HANDLE
Lightweight 40kg mats 
easily handleable with 2 workers.

TOUGH 
Unique ZetraleneTM plastic for
maximum impact resistance.

EXTRA STRONG GRIP
Unique SmartGripTM tread gives
superior grip in all directions.

MUD SUPPRESSION
Flanged joints suppress mud
seepage and enable heat expansion.

GUARANTEED UNBREAKABLE 
5 year guarantee against breakage
by vehicles up to 130 tonnes.

MaxiTrack
THE WORLD’S MOST HEAVY DUTY MAN-HANDLEABLE TRACKWAY

*FAST, EASY, ECONOMICAL: 
Install approximately 60 mats 

per hour with a team of 
3 plus a forklift driver.
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Easy two-person installation



Lightweight  for a 
simple two-person lift

Easy to install and connect together

Mats can be joined in fours 
and lifted via central hooks

Packed in stillages of 25 for 
safe, efficient storage

Watch this short video 
to see MaxiTrack

in action.
Material: Zetralene™ (HDPE family) recycled plastic, 

fully recyclable

Overall size:  1900 x 1000 x 32mm

Nominal size:  1800 x 900 x 23mm

Surface Area:  1.62m²

Weight:  40kg

Packed in:  Stillage

 of 25 mats

Stillage Pack:  Weight: 1130kg 

Dimensions: 

2110 x 1030 x 1090mm

Connectors:  6 self-aligning shoulder bolts

Fire rating:  UL94 HB

Slip testing:  BS7976 part 2

Deflection:  Tested on varying CBR ground conditions using a 300mm diameter steel 

platen with 6 tonnes load to simulate the pressure of an HGV wheel.

 Ground CBR 11.35% : Deflection 7.71mm

 Ground CBR 8.58% : Deflection 8.66mm

 Ground CBR 4% : Deflection 9.46mm

Installation rate:  Approximately 60 mats per hour with a 

   team of 3 plus a forklift driver

Guarantee: 
MaxiTrack temporary roadway mats are guaranteed 

for 5 years against breakage by vehicles up to 130 

Tonnes UDL (Uniformly Distributed Load). 

It is the user’s responsibility to assess the load-bearing 

capacity of the ground, and to only operate vehicles 

within the weight that the ground is capable of safely 

supporting. Ground-Guards Ltd accepts no liability 

whatsoever for any damage, loss or injury arising

from the ground conditions on which these

products are used. 

MaxiTrack mats are not suitable to use for bridging 

purposes. Damage caused by mechanical equipment 

(e.g. cuts by digger buckets) or sharp protrusions 

beneath the mats is not covered by this guarantee.

Tough mats support
extremely heavy loads*
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